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Introduction 

 Mankind’s most fundamental challenge in life has always been to be able to 

defeat the dark energies that lurk within so that we can live in peace and 

tranquility, accelerating our evolution and consciousness, so we may live in 

happiness and in eternal prosperity.  

 This is indeed the experiment of life referred to as the ‘Grand Experiment’ or 

alternatively, ‘the Polarity Integration Game’ which began nearly 7,000,000 

years ago in the Vega System of the Constellation of Lyra, when mankind was 

evolved from a local aquatic ape like creature through advanced genetic 

upgrading.  

 The term ‘Polarity’ refers to either extreme adherence to the Light or total 

positive and benevolent energies, referred to as ‘Light Polarity,’ or conversely, 

full obedience or allegiance to the Dark, which is known as ‘Dark Polarity.’   

 The term ‘Game’ is somewhat confusing; but actually describes the very 

essence of the experiment. Its aim is to see whether extreme polarity, whether 

to the Light or the Dark, or a balanced combination of the two through 

‘Polarity Integration’ culminates in achieving the most successful and 

functional society in the Universe. In essence, it is a game or race to determine 

which one ‘wins’ the trophy of resolution and complete happiness through 

creation of a most successful civilization.  

 This ‘Grand Experiment’ is indeed the very Divine Plan ordained by the Prime 

Creator of the Universe which has two fundamental restriction or laws 

associated with it as follows: 

1. Right of Free Will of an individual which means no one can overrule or 

violate the right of making a decision for anyone but SELF, that is the 



essence of the being that ANIMATES her/him, as to accentuate or retard 

the right of evolution of such a being. 

2. Principle of Non-interference for a group, society, or civilization of beings 

which states no other external source other than the group, society, or 

civilization itself can interfere with the political, spiritual, financial, etc. 

affairs of the said collective without the expressed interest and invitation of 

such collective as to seek assistance or guidance for forward evolution of 

such matters in question.  

 The primary purpose of life is to experiment and to seek experiences that 

serve one to learn lessons and to gain knowledge to advance one’s state of 

awareness regarding oneself and the surroundings to oneself, otherwise 

known as consciousness, which leads to further evolution and upliftment of 

the soul and the individual being. Therefore, we are here to gain enhanced 

consciousness through forward evolution, and in order to accomplish that 

we are best to optimize our efforts as to not dissipate precious positive 

energies by engaging the Dark that can only lead to the retardation of our 

advancement. 

  

The Role of Dark in Evolution 

 The presence of Dark ensures appreciation of the Light and positive 

energies by safeguarding against boredom, indifference, and sloth that can 

only lead to lethargic advancement of evolution. Indeed, sloth itself is a 

form of Dark energy and thus this insinuates that even in absence of Dark 

creation of such negative and Dark energies may be obtained from oblivion 

through light’s own endeavor. Furthermore, a certain degree of Dark 

presence is healthy through imposition of more lessons learned as to avoid 

further errors and repetitious conducts.  

 So, does Light Polarity work? The answer is a resounding NO, especially in 

an environment infected with Dark forces and energies which Dark often 

seeks to engage and destroy you. The presence of at least a modicum of 

Dark energies and forces keeps you on your toes, so to speak, ensuring 



strength and vigor, to be able to effect mobilization when needed in order 

to have balance and protection for oneself. The concept is highly analogous 

to existence of bacteria and virus that periodically attack a normal healthy 

and vigorous body, weakening its defenses and eventually bringing it down 

to annihilation and total destruction. On the other hand, occasional attacks 

of the bacteria or virus to the body can serve built up of the immunity 

system to shield against major attacks capable of deteriorating one’s health 

and longevity. The same principle is behind the fundamental objective of 

creating new vaccines for variety of diseases.  

 Even in a utopic environment of utter polarity to light sometimes the 

presence of a small dose of dark energies is welcomed and is essential as to 

ensure continued appreciation and interest in Light, love, compassion, 

peace, tranquility, security, relaxation, and ease, and all the other 

comforting conditions that are inherent to Light. This is the state of matter 

with the current mankind in the Universe.  

 Be it or not the crown jewel of creation in the Universe, there is a rather 

disconcerting characteristic inherent to all human beings, and that is the 

impetus for getting spoiled and rotten to the core upon receiving too much 

comfort, tranquility, security, and ease. It is analogous to a case of an 

excellently ripe and delicious fruit that gets easily rotten. It is the “too much 

sugar” that spoils the otherwise magnificently appetizing fruit. This kind of 

predisposition to “self-decay” has its root in ego-based laziness. The person 

has the propensity of taking things for granted and even indulges in certain 

form of abuse through demonstration of indifference for the right of other 

person(s) who are granting him/her with such gratifying favors. Instead of 

exhibiting gratitude the person soon takes it upon himself/herself that it is 

his/her right, or that he/she has earned to be pampered as such, thus the 

eruption of ego!  The emergence of spoiled-ness also brings triviality to the 

sense of responsibility as to regress from the norm or the required, and 

resort to either procrastination or utter denial of one’s obligation.  



 These are all inherent characteristic of sloth or laziness. To avoid “decay” or 

“ruin,” a man requires attaining a great deal of discipline, security in SELF, 

and extreme high consciousness.  

 It is as if in the lower dimensions, man needs almost revision in design 

through perhaps gaining a new “gene of discipline” to be able to cope with 

such a state of perfect environmental exposure or utopia in order to avoid 

self-decay. And, this may be a thing in the horizon in the future to ensure 

mankind’s success to be able to function in a perfect environment of Light 

Polarity. On the other hand, it provides further challenge for mankind to 

strive to acquire the perfect sense of discipline to be able to effectively 

survive or happily live in such an environment. From this point of view, it 

only adds to the lessons to be learned and struggles to endure in order to 

further qualify for a more elevated state of spirituality and consciousness.  

 So, we see utter polarity to the Light is not practical. In today’s 3D 

environment which is totally infested by the Dark, extreme polarity to the 

Light can soon lead to total destruction and annihilation of the specie and 

its indigenous environment as it did during the Earth 1st Grand Experiment 

in the Vega System as well as the 2nd Grand Experiment in the Pleiades.   

 We are now amidst our 3rd Earth Grand Experiment. We are currently living 

under Duality of Dark and Light. Earth has been under the Influence of Dark 

cabal since approximately 13,000 years ago when Atlantis sank under the 

Atlantic Ocean. Many wars were designed and incited by the Dark and 

millions perished in these wars fighting one another. However, we are still 

here and we are still thriving.  

 It is sad that we have been cheated, lied to, been kept in the dark regarding 

our heritage, our background, and our true capabilities. This had been 

necessary for the Dark Cabal to keep us uninformed or even misinformed to 

be able to essentially keep us in a state of bondage. We have been 

deliberately kept from our normal course of forward evolution and 

increased consciousness through imposition of tight control and deceit, 

through food and chemical poisoning, and by subliminal and technological 



mid control. We have been enslaving to provide a mere adequate life style 

for ourselves in order to survive and be able to go on.  

 During the past 2 to 3 centuries that man’s state of consciousness has 

somewhat increased through new technological and scientific advancement 

and certain research leading to increased information regarding COSMOS, 

and our planet. As a result of better communication around the globe, we 

have been enslaved through careful imposition of impulsive buying 

afforded by us through financing and debt accumulation. Despite all this we 

are still here and except for a rather few and insignificant portion of our 

population we have not submitted to the evil ways of the Dark.  

 Although the ethical aspects of our life such as family values, virtues, and 

personal conducts have deteriorated, still we have not sold our soul to the 

proverbial devil.  In keeping with our true potentiality of acquiring high 

consciousness our spirituality has not sadly improved; but we still possess a 

highly latent physical, emotional, and astral body that can be awakened 

rather easily and cleansed. Our highly sophisticated DNA/RNA system can 

be reactivated and our erudite biological glands can be recalled from 

slumber to take our just position in the higher consciousness multi-

dimensionality of the Universe. We can reside beside our galactic brothers, 

sisters and other families and friends. All in all, we shall succumb and we 

shall prevail. We have not lost the game; in fact we have won.  

 We have acquired a vast arsenal of knowledge by living in duality; facts, 

data, information, and awareness which shall be precious to our space 

family who has not had the relevant experience in duality. For those who 

will venture in acquiring their own experiences through experimentation 

and devised lessons to be learned in the future we shall serve as their 

guides and teachers supporting them all the way through their education. 

For others who suffice to learn from our experiences by modeling their 

societies and civilizations after us, we shall serve by being their 

wayshowers, mentors, and teachers. For those of us who have the interest, 

he patience, the talent, and the tenacity to serve as visionaries, educators, 

writers, and illustrators, we shall serve the same purpose by conducting 



classes, symposiums, lectures, courses or whatever is essential and useful; 

as well as writing articles, books, etc. to immortalize the very same 

experiences gained and lessons learned during the courses of our education 

in duality upon the 3rd dimension Earth.  So, yes we have won, we have 

succumbed and we have prevailed! 

 The truth of the matter is that Dark energies are analogous to virus or 

bacteria. If they are not detected, analyzed, and contained they can be 

devastating to the health, spirituality and happiness of a civilization. They 

can spread like weed or stain contaminating the beauty or fabric of a 

society very quickly. What is more they are contagious and they are 

infectious. If their nature is not identified early in the process and an 

effective methodology is devised for their early cleansing and clearing from 

the emotional and physical body, it could have drastic consequences for 

humanity.  

 In essence, this is analogous to the case of contamination or staining of a 

perfectly well-designed fabric. If the mark is not spotted early enough, the 

bruising soon continues and runs to form a streak, line, band, or a stripe 

forming a more permanent tainting or discoloration, damaging the inherent 

texture and fabric of our essence of physical creation which is our 

DNA/RNA our genome. This may sound too dramatic of an effect, yet it is 

true.  

 There is a memory pattern associated with such matter which is triggered 

by allowance and soon manifests itself initially as habit and later as 

addiction to follow. To be more specific, in concert with the 4 laws of 

attraction, first one is introduced to the Dark energy, be it alcohol, drug, 

illicit sex, borrowing, gamble, purchase compulsion, or any other type of 

dishonesty, illegally or ethically questionable conduct, and impulsive 

tendencies. This is law of attention. Once familiarized with the said 

phenomenon or endeavor one is tempted or mesmerized, and attention 

gives rise to purpose to experiment, indulge, or undertake the 

aforementioned activity, depending on how the endeavor is offered or 

misrepresented to us. This is law of intention. Once hypnotized and 



awestricken by the illusional prospect of its phony enthrallment rendering 

thrill, excitement, and pleasure, one falls into trap of absorption regarding 

the endeavor, considering it as being ‘good’ and sound, and embarks on 

self-indulgence and over-zealous engagement. This is law of allowance.   So 

far, everything is in concert with the aforementioned universal laws, and it 

appears that after all it is all kosher and perhaps acceptable to logic and 

maybe even proper sense of spirituality. Wrong; it fails the test of harmony 

and synchronicity which epitomizes the said universal law. In other words, 

such actions may resonate with a few ignorant, derailed, and fallen 

individuals, who wallow in the very same pool of Darkness; however, one 

cannot expect harmony or synchronization within any balanced society 

whose majority function is under the dogma of order, security, tranquility, 

and happiness.  

 It is therefore, clear that righteous or at least rational and proper approach 

is to try to beat the Dark at its own game by practicing self-discipline, 

strength, and utilizing self-power to dodge all temptations of frivolities, and 

concentrate on solid principles of spirituality as to avoid entrapment, be it 

not getting captivated about such ego-based practices which only lead to 

loss of self-discipline, self-respect and self-confidence culminating in 

insecurity, anxiety, fear, and eventual enslavement.  

 This is indeed the strategy of the dark to keep you ignorant through deceit 

and whatever avenues possible in order to sway you from your inherent 

potential of high consciousness by preying on your impulsiveness and 

deceiving your ego, your inner child, to fall within the trap of insecurity, as 

to captivatingly pursue the offered spellbinding game of lust and depravity.  

 The more you engage in the game, the more you lose self-integrity by 

plunging into lower vibrations of consciousness as to become more and 

more oblivious of your SELF and your surroundings. The advancement of 

the game soon directs you to acquiring grave losses which are not easily 

recoverable. You will more and more become self-absorbed, preoccupied, 

and concerned about ‘survival,’ which deteriorates your sense of 

awareness.  



 Soon you fall in slumber regarding consciousness and forward evolution 

which are your prime directives in life, being more and more haunted by 

self-centeredness and egocentricity. The latter is a catalyst to fear, which in 

itself is the primary impetus for conflict, anger, unhappiness and 

depression. You soon regress from self-expression and venting out through 

anger, as this, itself, leads you to more conflict, giving rise to mutual 

distrust.  

 As emotional clearing through self-expression and productive honest 

manifestation of anger no longer becomes a viable solution, you choose 

regression and piling up of unresolved issues that soon get deeply 

embedded within your emotional body.  

 This, in turn, manifests itself as karma, which damages the very essence of 

your DNA/RNA system. As you fail to clear these karmas and cleanse your 

emotional body from their damaging effects on your entire system, you 

become more and more trapped in lower states of consciousness in your 

3D reality.  

 What is sad is that these processes are self-degenerative, progressively 

reducing your vibration rate and consciousness paradigm more and more, 

depriving you from forward evolution and enlightenment. You become 

more and more separated from COSMOS and its multi-dimensional 

realities, lurking in an ever-darkening pool of lower consciousness, 

struggling with intensified sense of anxiety for ‘survival,’ basking in an 

atmosphere of ever-increasing sense of mistrust and suspicion.  

 The plague of accrued karma soon infects you with the disease of “victim 

consciousness,” which through manifestation of your inner child ego always 

strives to hold ‘others’ responsible for your failures and ‘cursed faith.’ This, 

of course, does not even exculpates our benevolent, kind, merciful, most 

generous Almighty God by constantly contending and proclaiming such 

demands and making inquisitional statements holding HIM/HER 

accountable for your creation and miserable life in this Universe of ours.   

 You become progressively more defensive, aggressive, confrontational or 

cunning, turning on your own Earth brothers and sisters, even those who 



are close to you. You begin to severely compete with them and 

subconsciously holding them responsible to deprive you from your bounty 

and abundance by existing and populating the face of Earth right along with 

you.   

 You, of course, live in slumber and are amnesiac at the moment failing to 

remember that most of these individuals are the very same individuals that 

are your beloved friends and family in the astral plane, and the very same 

people you invited and requested to play the same role in your present life, 

enabling you to experience and live the same saga and lifetime scenario 

that you envisioned to give you the very lessons you were seeking to 

experiment and to learn.  

 You are of too low consciousness and cannot adequately resonate with the 

fact the if these individuals were considered as surplus population in the 

world, you would not be able to experiment life as you initially devised and 

learn the lessons you so desperately sought to learn, and to that matter not 

be able to fulfill your lifetime contract during your current reincarnation.  

 The truth of the matter is that you are currently of too low of a 

consciousness and power of discernment to be able to realize this ‘life’ and 

physical existence is only a game, an experiment to acquire data, to get 

more information through learning lessons in life; yet you perceive it as 

being ALL THAT CAN BE.  

 You are so self-absorbed and so attached to this life that cannot wake up 

and ‘see’ what else might be going on around you. You are to play the game 

of Polar Integration by learning properly from Duality and all that it 

represents and all that it offers mankind. Yet you are so inclined and 

adamant o pay the game of ‘survival,’ which is utterly illusional as there are 

no threats for you to be concerned about.  

 Strictly speaking, God has provided abundantly and generously for you to 

have a joyful experience in life, ever tasting and experimenting with the 

countless diversity that the Almighty has provided for everyone on this 

most gorgeous blue planet of ours in the entire Universe. There is no other 

beautiful planet like it, nor such diversity of matter, from different variety 



of plants vegetables, fruits, flowers, living things, race of humans, oceans, 

waterways, land terrain, food, clothing, etc. to be experimented with and 

to be enjoyed. And, all of these are meant to be relished by every human 

on the planet; and not a few elites, bullies, deceitful individuals, or persons 

belonging to a particular club, race, creed, or sector as God is non-

discriminatory, and God is just.  

 So, instead of directing your wrath and your jealousy to your friends and 

family and close associates and your fellow man who constitute the most 

majority population of this planet, focus on those who are deceitful and 

who are liars, those who do not have your best at heart and those who are 

diligently and actively been seeking to enslave you, those are who 

constantly manipulate you through every venue of min control and 

genocide and those who do not subscribe to any doctrine that does not 

include their selfish interests, that is not apathetic, and it is not self-serving 

to them.  

 There is a vast contrast between the realities of Light and Dark; where 

there is unconditional love and compassion in Light polarity; there is apathy 

and fear as its opposite counterpart. With the same trend and course of 

realities to consider correspondingly, where there is peace and tranquility; 

there is anxiety and uneasiness, where there is abundance and prosperity; 

there is lack and extreme concern for survival, where there is self-respect 

and determination to accomplish; there is low self-esteem and solicit for 

favoritism, where there is humility and hope; there is chauvinism and 

despair, where there is justice and equality; there is plunder and class 

distinction, where there is honesty and true communication; there is deceit 

and disinformation; where there is freedom and free will; there is slavery 

and suppression, where there is freedom of choice and true prospect of 

reward; there is containment and make believe, and the list goes on and,  

each trait possibility extremely opposing in nature, and thus is duality. 

 It takes very little effort for any sentient being of even a modicum of 

consciousness and power of discernment to readily dismiss Dark Polarity in 



favor of even slight inclination to the Light. So why would any being venture 

in a reality so disposed to Dark? The answer is simple.  

 First an individual is mesmerized by illusional possibility of easiness and 

favoritism, decorated with prospects of abundance of self-indulgence in a 

readily care-free, privileged, and no rules to obey environment, with 

requirement of investment of a slight courageous, out of the box, and wild 

partiality which promises exclusivity and belonging to an delusional elite 

society.  

 Then your true comradery is tested through imposition of a morally 

challenging assignment in favor of the few ‘elite’ groups that you perceive 

yourself to specially fit in, while being carefully watched under surveillance. 

In the meantime your professed illusional powers as well as your new fringe 

benefits reach a new height. While you begin to indulge in your newly 

discovered comforts and seemingly abundant prosperities, a new wave of 

similar or more intense assignment follow. While during execution of your 

prescribed duties you are carefully observed, recorded and documented.  

 Before you are awakened from your slumber of self-indulgence and ego-

based decadence you find yourself in a deep ditch you have dug yourself in. 

Suddenly there is no way to go back. Now you are owned and you become 

a subject with no choice but to obey and move forward in the same path, 

plunging yourself more and more embedded in the affairs of the Dark.  

 You are now constantly threatened with the life of your loved ones as well 

as yours, and you find you have no alternative but to permanently pledge 

an allegiance to the Dark. Deeply fear-ridden you learn to swallow the evil 

ways of your masters while trying to more and more adapt to their ways. 

Before you know it you have sold your proverbial soul! Meanwhile, as you 

plunge further and further into Dark swamp of ignorance, apathy, violence, 

murder, slaughter, assassination and whatever dark assignment you are 

directed to do, you progressively vibrate at lower and lower frequencies, 

leading to significantly diminished consciousness; and with respect to find 

your way back to Light you see the prospect of such happening from zero to 

none.  



 You learn to accept the Dark and make Dark polarity your new reality and 

paradigm of existence.  And this represents yet another completely 

opposing dogma when the two extreme polarities are considered, in the 

case of Light there is always a choice, never a judgment, and always a 

prospect for redemption; while in the event of Dark Polarity there is never 

a choice or prospect of ever going back and you are always observed and 

scrutinized. The only way out is through assassination or suicide, and that is 

not a choice as it clearly violates man’s purpose for being.   

 Therefore, it is clear that not only Dark Polarity does not provide a remotely 

feasible choice for Man’s civilization to be modeled after; the possibility of 

Dark to severely influence mankind’s future must be eradicated. This means 

any exposure and chance of contamination to Dark energies which would 

lead to karma that would need clearing must be avoided at all costs as the 

pile-up of Karma can be a heavy burden on the emotional body that would 

anchor the emotional body in lower consciousness, always keep it 

resonating with lower dimensions. 

 Although emotional clearing at a freshly state of experienced drama may 

not be very difficult to achieve, if the trauma is not taken care of quickly, 

and while the memories are new, the problem may get staled or escalate, 

in the same time giving rise to forgetfulness and even complete amnesia at 

a future date, thus causing severity and internal physical damage. As the 

Dark energies are further allowed or imposed, the state of matter demands 

special attention for remedy. The phenomenon resembles yellowing and 

severe staining of a fabric the cleansing of which would require application 

of specially formulated indigenous chemicals by requirement of man’s own 

design revision at the biological extent. If we were to consider this as being 

parallel to upgrading and fortifying the immune system of the physical 

body, it becomes each required application of sufficient dose of 

aforementioned chemical hormones weakens the physical and emotional 

body to a greater extent necessitating further application of yet other new 

chemicals as to revitalize and strengthen the physical and emotional body.  



 The concept is completely analogous to spotting and cleaning the fabric of 

a cloth. Upon use of harsh chemicals such as Clorox and similar to remove a 

seemingly impossible stain the fabric loses its luster and internal integrity. 

By applying yet another form of chemical, fabric softener the fabric regains 

its sheen and seemingly internal strength which rectifies its potentiality for 

its intended further external use. In case of clearing and cleansing of 

mankind from further damaging, one has to consider the added benefit of 

vitamin-like substances in the system via outside consumption; or more 

intelligently triggering the release of hormones enzymes or through special 

adaptation or evolution of the inherent DNA/RNA genetic system. The 

author cannot ponder any further in this regard as the details would lie 

within the area of expertise of genetic scientists and genetic engineers.  

 It is clear that any unbalanced or uncontrolled exposure to Dark can have 

shattering consequences for mankind. At the end if the calamities of a 

potential problem associated with exposure to such dark forces are not 

identified frequently and instantly and proper discernment not applied to 

either avoid or nip the unruly affair in the bud, so to speak, further 

attempts to remedy the issues at hand can become arduous to deal with at 

later dates.  

 So, to recollect, reexamine, and categorize the issues pertinent to dealing 

with the Dark we have so far: 

 Extreme Polarity to Dark is NOT a viable consideration for mankind since as 

a crown jewel of creation capable of high resonance to compassion and 

unconditional love, the entire concept of Dark Polarity goes against the 

fabric and essence of humanity.  

 Mankind was created to enjoy peace, tranquility, abundance, and 

prosperity while he/she ventures in free will to entice and enlighten oneself 

in new experimentation of all that this Universe is capable to offer mankind 

striving to self-educate through learning from certain carefully devised 

lessons planned by him/her.  



 And all this is to be accomplished under the restrictive umbrella of non-

interference while enjoying one’s sense of individuality and creational 

talent.  

 In opposing contrast, what Dark polarity offers is fear in a hive-like power-

based hierarchical society with disparate concern for survival with the 

added stipulation of annihilation of the ‘weak’ and non-war like 

individuality, with total submission and enslavement to the more powerful 

and affluent; without any chance of back-tracking or reconsideration.  

 The most fundamental opposing difference is that mankind in love and 

compassion-based while extreme Dark Polarity regards compassion as 

weakness and futile. Dark Polarity advocates seek pleasure primarily in 

attainment of power and extreme suppression. Those that subscribe to the 

powers of the Dark are primarily reptilian and insectillian. They are all 

product of creation by Carions from another Universe, while humans were 

created by more gentle, wise, self-respected felines, also from another 

Universe.  And physical body is the temple of soul. Mankind and reptilians 

are completely opposite in character. No wonder the inclination of the 

humans is to the Light and the war-mongering, violent, apathetic reptilians 

are disposed to the Dark. 

 The truth of the matter is that we cannot ignore the presence of reptilians 

and their minions in this Universe, or on our own planet for that matter. 

Unfortunately, we have inter-mingled our genes with theirs through 

intermarriage, in favor of seeking peace or ending seemingly everlasting 

wars in our distant past.  

 It is said that at the moment the Earth humans possess approximately 15% 

reptilian DNA/RNA in their genetic structure. This is surprising as we have 

been either been under their constant direct control or subject to their 

genetic manipulation in the past.  

 The reptilian Anunnaki are the very same aliens who after demise of 

Atlantis on Earth degraded our genetic makeup by reducing our genetic 

structure from 12 active strands of DNA to a mere 2 strands commonly 

known as the ‘Double Helix.’ At the present time the other 10 major strands 



are unplugged and tucked away between the double helix active strands. 

The 10 inactive strands are referred to as ‘Junk DNA’ due to unfamiliarity of 

the scientists with these genes and their purpose.  

 Recent work in human genetics, however, is beginning to unravel the 

mysteries of these 10 inactive strands. The recoding and realignment as 

well as reconnection and activation of all the 12 strands in the genetic 

structure of mankind render man to become the superior being he/she was 

intended for.  

 This will increases mankind’s ability enormously giving him/her the 

capabilities of telepathy, multidimensionality, Christ consciousness, 

clairvoyance, Clair touch, telekinesis, synthesis, cloaking, self-teleportation, 

remote viewing, bi-location, flight, energy to matter conversion, instant 

manifestation, etc.   

 None of these capabilities were intended for the Dark entities including the 

reptilians. Furthermore, the genetics of the reptilians does not allow them 

presence to higher dimensions than the 4th except for highly benevolent 

entities of the Light who are expressly decreed or ordained by God as 

examples of the beings out of the ‘norm.’  

 With the possibility of Dark Polarity for humankind being out of questions, 

the other 2 possibilities are either through extreme polarity to Light or a 

balanced of the Dark and Light through Polarity Integration.  

 We have already explored the case of extreme Light Polarity is indeed is in 

concert with design of man and is consistent with his essence as 

exemplified with unconditional love and compassion. And this is indeed the 

best choice under the utopic condition of subjection to all Light energies 

only. Through such an arrangement one can devise a perfect society of 

Light beings living in happiness, utter prosperity, and in harmony and 

synchronicity with the collective comprised of the same beings.  

 Furthermore it is possible to adhere to the principle of individuality by not 

having a hive as a collective but simply a collective who share their feeling, 

thoughts, beliefs, and achievements regarding their forward evolution 

honestly, candidly, and without any personal agendas or ego-based 



competition. This is of course extremely advantageous as one has access to 

the knowledge, experiences, and the consciousness of the collective at any 

giving instant while maintaining his/her sense of individuality, sovereignty, 

while exercising and enjoying own right of free will. This is possible by 

sharing knowledge through channeling within the neural network of 

energetic communication much the same way that internet provides for us 

in 3D. The difference is that here the neural network is much more 

sophisticated providing communication via a multidimensional network.  

 This all sounds perfect and is attainable. However, before Earth mankind 

can tap into multi-dimensionality he/she needs to undergo a detailed 

program of clearing karma and cleansing the emotional body.  

 There are currently added complications he/she is plagued with, namely 

mankind has been infiltrated through imposition of certain genetic implants 

as to keep him in bondage without the prospect of easily parting from 3D 

reality and becoming multi-dimensional.  

 These implants have been forced upon by the Dark Cabal who has been 

enslaving us over 13 millennia and need to dissolved or removed. In order 

to do this our RNA is required to receive certain light code to initiate the 

process. This is one reason we have been receiving surges of light energy 

emissions from our sun, the central sun as well as other planets, 

comparable space vehicles which are encoded with information as to 

provide the codes needed or absolution of the said implants.  

 Mankind is required to clear all dense and Dark energies accumulated 

within the emotional body as a result of karma and other possible implants 

such as curse, etc. When has successfully cleansed his/her entire emotional 

body of such Dark energies, through receiving similar light codes associated 

with realignment, connection, and reactivation of the 12 strand DNAs in the 

physical body, he/she is ready to activate the 6 crystals of the crown chakra 

and its multidimensional antenna. This will lead to activation of the pineal 

gland and hypothalamus with the latter acting as a universal translator. 

Multi-dimensional communication then will occur through telepathy which 

will be a catalyst in receiving multi-dimensional messages complete with 



multicolored pictures, illustrations, words, as well thoughts, and emotions. 

Mankind then and will no longer feel alone can readily join galactic and 

universal civilization of various races, culture, societal types of higher 

dimensional consciousness.  

 Extreme Light Polarity still will not provide a perfect expected model for 

mankind to adopt in 3D Duality and live under as was indicated due to 

certain inherent problems: 

1. Total clearing or cleansing after eons of Dark energy penetration may not 

be feasible.  

2. Mankind’s present genetics involve infiltration of roughly 15% reptilian 

gene which are most undoubtedly incompatible with human’s constituting 

compassion and unconditional love which are in direct opposition to apathy 

and predatory characteristics of the Dark. 

3. Even if a utopic atmosphere of pure love and light polarity could exist, 

there are still the inadequate aspects of the human genome that are of 

concerning factors for a human to be able to perfectly function within such 

a flawless state of existence. As we said, an example of such inadequacies is 

man’s tendency to get easily spoiled under the ideal condition of 

pampering and indulgence that can soon lead to tedium or dullness. This is 

an example of a condition when Dark forces are either not present or 

apparently do not have any influence of transmuting or spoiling the Light 

energies.  

In fact it could be said that it is the very condition of extreme light polarity 

that gives rise to attraction of Dark energy. One might argue that it all has 

to do with the inner child ego and by its demise one would be safe of such 

incidences. As we said, part of the problem of spoiled-ness is ego-based. 

This is the portion that upon pampering, the SELF gets the illusion of self-

importance. And yes, it is true that this can be ego-based as no doubt it 

stems from insecurity. Upon receiving unprecedented attention the inner 

child gets the chance to release its repressed feeling of self-inadequacy and 

ventures in compensating its meagerness through exhibition of pride and 



haughtiness. It is further logical to say that through decease of ego the 

complexities of self-doubt as well as arrogance and conceit disappear as are 

sloth and apathy. 

 The death of ego is an essential requisite to ascension and existence in a 

higher dimension, if not utopic atmosphere. But what about 3D paradigm? 

Surely the inner child is a compulsory condition for existence and survival in 

a 3D reality. Without ego or inner child it would not be possible to 

withstand the constant bombardment of the interferential Dark energies 

upon the emotional body within a 3D paradigm of existence as one soon 

gets shredded into pieces with no prospect of subsistence whatsoever.  

 In this respect the only viable solution for living under duality, when the 

influence of Dark is present, is to integrate the Light and the Dark through 

discipline and spirituality, which is the crux of existence of the University of 

Earth and our accepted application to attend the curriculum that we have 

devised for ourselves to study prior to our reincarnation. The objective is to 

obtain mastery through acquiring impeccability over the subject area.  

 The contexts of life contract, reincarnation, duality, mastery through 

impeccability, and the integration of Light and Dark Polarity are covered 

elsewhere.  

 


